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<p style="text-align: justify;"><img
src="images/stories/images/images_10032010_scratch_win.jpg" border="0" width="119"
height="78" style="float: left; border: 0;" />I was in Pasar Seni LRT station walking towards
Petaling Street where the  incident happened. A boy approach me to take some paper that he
was  distributing. It is about a coupon stating "Chinese New Year 2010" where he said  that I've
won some prize after opening it and I am supposed to go to his company  to collect it. The
company is in Taman Danau Desa.</p>      <p>�</p>  <p style="text-align: justify;">After I went
there and after  the explanation, the gimmick was that I was supposed to pay RM 6300 for some
 kind of government tax before I could get my prize. It was said that I had won 3  electronic
goods(electrical stove, filter, foot massage) cost around RM 4700++  and a main prize which will
be revealed after I've made the payments. However I  do not have that amount of money, so
they decided to bargain with me and asking  how much I could pay. I've ended up paying RM
3000 in total and the remaining RM  3300 was being paid by the person Mr Yeo as if he was
buying off the 3  electronic goods from me(Those products was never given to me at all) and 2
of  the Kenko Jade Mattress was given to me.</p>  <p style="text-align: justify;">On my way
back after thinking over what  happened, I felt I've been cheated. I've searched through the
Internet and found  out a lot of people have been cheated the same way and everything was a
scam. I  went to the police station to log my case and I've tried calling him to refund  but he said
he have to ask his boss on the following day for the refund. So I've  called again the next day
and he said it could not be refunded.</p>  <p style="text-align: justify;">I tried to  bargain to at
least give me back RM 1000 as refund but he said that is  impossible. So I've decided to log my
case here. Attachment is a copy of the  police report that I've logged and Attachment 2 is the
receipt that I've  received from the company.</p>  <p style="text-align: justify;">�</p>  <p
class="caption" style="text-align: justify;"><strong>NCCC :</strong> NEVER EVER TRUST
SCRATCH & WIN SCHEMES !!!! IMMEDIATELY REPORT TO POLICE & KPDNKK FOR
IMMEDIATE ACTION..</p>
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